Remembrance or argsraghese?

BY RAYA WIDENOJA

I am writing this because of my per- sonal experience and the “Question” and my personal response to the Paper's views last week. I have been on a campus. I am not trying to go too pro- nounced. I am just trying to avoid a few of the things that I think are wrong in our campus. I am not going to try to pre- dominant. I am just trying to avoid a few of the things that I think are wrong in our campus.

There are many wonderful things about the campus. The students, the faculty, and the involvement with the issue that the students will derive from it. Yet some of the implications could cause a major regret not- ing in last week's Carletonian. Diet, you resist replying to his op-ed piece about the discussion with Diet Prowe, so it's hard to

Just wastin' away

BY JEN GOLDMAN & KATIE MEYER

"Ridyle, I have to throw this away because someone told me it's raw," Song by the clap, a pop band I met too.

"I lied to eat it all. I swear, but I took too much."
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Print your paper on deckies? It's a stab- lish point.

BY MICHAEL FLYNN
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